
This is a work in progress but I wanted to gather some examples of hand arm complex type 
movements. Good videos that show great players moving with and from the whole arm. Some videos 
are so self evident I don't bother but when necessary I include time stamps and notes for where you 
should go. Notice how all their movements are a bunch of adjustments. Relaxation is not a point of 
arrival. It is an equilibrium they move in and out of. They don’t stay in one static pose but reposition 
based on the technical demands that come from the musical demands. 

We start with showing an example of a hand that is not grounded (meaning fingers are not constantly 
in contact with the strings) and then an example of one that is very grounded (fingers are not always 
but mostly in contact with the strings). Then I go in (roughly) chronological order for classical posture 
and then the same for flamenco to see the development of the right hand. You can see how the guitar 
neck becomes less perpendicular to the body and more upright and how the right wrist has less 
deviation (Segovia Parkening) and starts to align more with the forearm (Rene, Galbraith, Grisha, etc). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Section 1: an ungrounded example and then a grounded example. 

Elliot Fisk (Ungrounded) 

Lets start with an example of a hand that, relative to other examples, is not as grounded (in this 
particular video, I do not mean this about his playing in general). I just stumbled on this and it illustrates 
the point I am trying to make from it the opposite direction. Also notice how tense the hand looks, 
particularly the bent thumb 

At 7:15 you still can see the hand arm complex but you can see that the hand isn’t grounded. Watch 
how much more his hand shakes compared to John Williams. How much more often it is in the air. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44fqqySSaS4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44fqqySSaS4


John Williams (Grounded) 

Look at how grounded his hand is. It doesn’t shake. Also notice the relative lack of bend (tension) in the 
thumb. 

John Williams: Bach - Prelude from Lute Suite No. 4 in E Major (Seville, Spain) Part 2/9 

  

 

Now we are goint to travel through classical guitar posture and technique in reverse chronological 
order (roughly). 

Fernando Sor 

See how Sor is thinking about the body in the passage below from his method written in 1830. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dth4ePrgA8s






 



 

Dionisio Aguado 

See Aguado writing in his method 1834 how he built a stand so that the body did not need to hold up 
the guitar (a variation of what Galbraith later did). See in these passages how he is thinking about the 
body. 

 

 



 

 



 



 



 

 



 



 

 



 



Ida Presti 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVRtXEE7Q-U 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVRtXEE7Q-U


Pepe Romero  

You can see the hand arm complex all over here, especially when he changes to rest stroke. 

Francisco Tárrega's "Capricho Árabe" by Pepe Romero on an 1888 Antonio de Torres (ex F. Tárrega) 

 

  

 

 

Pepe Romero plays Rumores de la Caleta (Malagueña) by Isaac Albéniz 

  

This one you can really see how some of the movements flow from or are supported by the arm to 
shoulder joint. You can see the forearm move as  he makes adjustments. 

  

 

  

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98oyvmwWde4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHLkl4JMyzY


Segovia 

J S Bach by Segovia 

0:47 - 1:32.  

You can imagine or see how the forearm and wrist could be relaxed but still have the angle he is playing 
at, very different angle from modern players like Marcin or Gabriel. You can also see how he keeps close 
to the strings and stays in contact with the strings as much as he can. You can see the position of the 
hand and fingers moving from the arm to shoulder joint, elboy joint, and wrist. You can see all sorts of 
adjustments he is making with the hand arm complex. It sometimes reminds me if sometimes he 
absorbs the impact of the fingers on the strings like a shocks on a bike 

  

 

Christopher Parkening 

 Parkening Collection 

 Around 4:24 - 6:00 you can see a lot of great examples of hand arm complex, how the fingers are placed 
by the arm. From different angles too. You can see the hanging wrist. 

  

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YZEUjDoji3Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpF5oBZwtkQ


Julian Bream 

 Go to 20:00 those arpeggios you see the hand arm complex. See how he is adjusting with the arm pretty 
often in this section 

Julian Bream Concert 1978 

  

 

 

David Russell 

David Russell, recital en TVE   (full) 

25:00 he moves like walking. You can see small adjustments. See 26:07. See 29:04 

36:01 is excellent examples. Watch how he adjusts for rest stroke with I finger 

  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rzzKztnenQ&t=1304s&pp=ygUSUGVwZSBSb21lcm8gR3VpdGFy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zj44G96H9aA&t=945s


Rene Izquierdo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjwn79xRGOA 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYCbbnFbevY Compare his hand at 0:12 to Elliot Fisk’s at the 
beginning. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjwn79xRGOA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYCbbnFbevY


Gabriel Bianco 

2:16  

see all the small adjustments of the forearm, arm, wrist, etc. See how thumb is always in contact with 
the guitar. Also 4:35. Also 16:09 

Gabriel Bianco - J.S. Bach: Violin Sonata No. 2 (BWV 1003) 

 

 

Marcin Dylla 

 The "It's Like Walking" is so evident here. Just watch. His fingers/hand are always in contact with the 
string. Especially in the beginning it looks like his hand is walking on the strings and it looks stable and 
grounded. 

Marcin Dylla - Sonata in C Major, Op. 15 by Mauro Giuliani [ACG Benefit Concert] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3A50nZyH5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjjt_duecS8


Paul Galbraith 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iY74itDa-Mw 

Around 1:20 – 1:50 you can see times where he adds the weight of the arm into his playing. I think what 
that means is pressing down on the strings with the shoulder to arm joint and or the elbow joint 
(Fijacion) 

 

 

No longer in chronological order but here are some good modern players 

 

Ana Vidovic See how she “walks” with rest stroke 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e26zZ83Oh6Y&t=685s 

Jason Vieaux 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dcwQw3d4xAQ&t=230s 

Adam Holzman 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYTnY_IFrJA 

Lorenzo Micheli 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q47NvqCP3I4 

Notice he rests pinky on guitar top for stability like lute and flamenco 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iY74itDa-Mw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e26zZ83Oh6Y&t=685s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dcwQw3d4xAQ&t=230s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYTnY_IFrJA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q47NvqCP3I4


Goran Krivokapic 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zlo_JplwYGk&pp=ygUXZ29yYW4ga3Jpdm9rYXBpYyBndWl0YXI%3D 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIhBKKsZrG0&pp=ygUXZ29yYW4ga3Jpdm9rYXBpYyBndWl0YXI%3D 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DXfw3si7utw 

Ravshan 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LAkDe_89bck&pp=ygUbcmF2c2hhbiBtYW1nZHVsYXZpY2ggZ3VpdG
Fy 

 

Now Some Flamenco Examples 

 

Paco Peña - Solea De Córdoba 

0:59 you see right hand  1:40 you see hanging wrist. 2:36. You can see how he adjusts the position of the 
hand for rosgeado and then how he makes the all 3 fingers align with the string for tremelo by 
positioning them with the arm. 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zlo_JplwYGk&pp=ygUXZ29yYW4ga3Jpdm9rYXBpYyBndWl0YXI%3D
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIhBKKsZrG0&pp=ygUXZ29yYW4ga3Jpdm9rYXBpYyBndWl0YXI%3D
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DXfw3si7utw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LAkDe_89bck&pp=ygUbcmF2c2hhbiBtYW1nZHVsYXZpY2ggZ3VpdGFy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LAkDe_89bck&pp=ygUbcmF2c2hhbiBtYW1nZHVsYXZpY2ggZ3VpdGFy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGJ9S3Is6lY


Paco De Lucia 

Paco de Lucia - Malagueña on British TV 

  

You can see how he must adjust with arm for alzapua. This is also a great example of how your musical 
choices effect your motion: that machine gun style scale playing is both a musical decision and a 
technical one. Both chicken and egg. 

  

 

PACO DE LUCIA - Almoraima (Bulerias)  (1976 UK Live TV Performance) ~ HIGH QUALITY HQ ~ 

  

Many good examples in first 2 minutes 

  

 

 

 

Grisha Goryachev 

O:35 You can see adjustments with hand arm complex and walking  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gq-ARYBe3rw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmps3Cc-5_0


Paco de Lucia's ‘Malaguena de Lecuona’ - Grisha Goryachev plays 1924 Miguel Rodriguez 

You can see all sorts of grounded and adjustments at 4:44. The way he adjusts between rosgeados and 
rest stroke 

 

 

 

Now Some Jazz Examples: 

 

Lenny Breau 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzaSBfe1-OQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhGjQ3QPydA 

Joe Pass 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_kUJa1PueM 

Earl Klugh 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGGLyCvJhVs&t=193s 

Martin Taylor 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FdSf5sSeozE&t=42s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sW7pTd4rGWI 

Charlie Byrd 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBBPKU0145Q 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9QmFLHjzROE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzaSBfe1-OQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhGjQ3QPydA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_kUJa1PueM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGGLyCvJhVs&t=193s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FdSf5sSeozE&t=42s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sW7pTd4rGWI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBBPKU0145Q

